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                                           Publisher’s Note

In 1776, as Thomas Paine exhorted his fellow Americans to wrest their own

liberty from the British empire, he reminded them of the international
significance of their cause.  "Freedom hath been hunted around the globe,"
he noted.  Let us, he added, "receive the fugitive, and prepare ... an

asylum for mankind."   Since then, many refugees have accepted Paine's
implicit invitation.  Few, however, have attracted more attention or left a

deeper imprint than a levy of Germans  who arrived in the United States
during the era when their homeland was convulsed by the social and
political crises that culminated in the failed revolutions of 1848-49.

The 1840s were years of great and growing ferment across the continent.

In German-speaking Europe, an ancient regime grounded in monarchy,
aristocracy,  established churches, and national oppression and
fragmentation strained to contain the effects of economic development,

national awakening, democratic aspirations, and class conflict. The mass
emigration of the 1840s and 1850s was one expression of the resulting

general crisis.  Of course, by no means all of the more than one and half
million  who emigrated in that period considered themselves political
refugees.   But a great many, from all walks of life, were touched and

influenced by the era's widespread spirit of dissent. As Friedrich Kapp
put it, addressing a large immigrant audience in New York City in the

1850s, "We are all either social or political refugees.  Dissatisfaction
with the political or social relations of Europe led us hither...  [and] we
came here with a firm determination to hold on to our principles."  This

broad layer of immigrants provided the primary audience for the refugee
intellectuals commonly thought of as the "real" forty-eighters.

What were their principles ? They were people of the political left,
broadly defined.  Their lowest-common-denominator agenda emphasized

greater individual liberty, popular self-government, and public education; their
general attitudes included a rationalist suspicion of most organized

religion and a distaste for great extremes of wealth and poverty.
Differences arose, however, and quite substantial ones, over how to pursue
such principles.  The forty-eighters thus varied in individual views from

mild liberals through radical democrats, social democrats, and communists.

These self-consciously political refugees and their more numerous
supporters, in turn, had a still broader impact on the United States
because the kinds of issues that concerned them and the various solutions

they championed had a trans-Atlantic resonance.  The first half of the
nineteenth century was, after all, the Age of Revolutions throughout the

western world.  To be sure, specific conditions and circumstances varied
from country to country, and differences between North America and Europe
were even greater than those between individual European states.  The fact

remained, however, that economic development, changing class relations,
nation-building, and the relation of all these things to politics

preoccupied people in the western hemisphere as surely as they did in the
old world.  Indeed, it was the discovery that the United States had not



solved the problems attendant upon these powerful developments that

convinced many German émigrés that the causes with which they had
identified in Europe retained their relevance and urgency in their adoptive

homeland.  Reciprocally, the dynamic state of American society in these
years --  the dramatic economic, social, and political changes that this
society was then experiencing -- made it possible for some immigrant

reformers and revolutionaries to gain a broader hearing for their ideas and
to find native-born allies with whom to collaborate. Among more

conservative-minded native-born Americans, this apparent "danger of foreign
influence" helped stimulate a nativist movement determined drastically to
restrict the immigrant impact.

Within a few years of their arrival, thus, many forty-eighters found

themselves involved in a host of controversies and movements in their
adoptive homeland. Some fought primarily to defend or expand immigrant
rights, increase cultural tolerance, and resist the nativist onslaught.

Others went on the offensive, determined to realize in the U.S. all the
hopes and aspirations that they had originally nursed in Germany. They

strove among other things to increase the separation of church and state,
to broaden and enrich public schooling, to deepen political democracy, to
obtain equal rights for women, to organize the wage-labor force, and to do

away with slavery and racial discrimination.   As the last-named effort
came to a head and triggered civil war, large numbers of forty-eighters

became active members and secondary leaders of the Republican Party and
then soldiers and sometimes officers in the Union army. For them, the
U.S.'s Civil War offered the chance to achieve victory in a freedom

struggle that had failed in Europe.

In these ways and others, the immigrant generation of 1848 became
important players in the drama of nineteenth-century American life.
The inclusion of figures ranging from Carl Schurz and Friedrich Kapp through Karl

Heinzen, Eduard Schlaeger, and Mathilde Anneke reflects something of that diversity.
As they had in Germany, such people struggled fiercely with each other -- and with

immigrants of an earlier period -- for influence over the larger German-speaking
public in the U.S.  The large and contentious German-American press at mid-Century
testified to the liveliness of those disputes.

By making much more accessible both the writings of leading forty-eighters as

well as a number of difficult-to-obtain accounts of those people and their
times, this title - and all our other 52 titles related to “The German 1848er
Revolutionaries and their impact on 19th Century USA” - is an invaluable aid to those

wishing to study first-hand a turbulent, fascinating, and seminal chapter in American
history.
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